
Tips for Parents by Susie Kohl 

First Stirrings of Empathy  
ABIES HAVE A SAD LIFE,” a four-year-old girl commented to her grandfather. Her 

baby brother was screaming after toddling a few steps and falling. Her grandfather 

watched her calm, concentrated efforts at coloring and asked, “How about you? 

What’s your life like?” She smiled reassuringly. “I have a happy life,” she said cheerily. Some 

might react by labeling this little girl’s reactions callous, likening her response to someone 

driving by an ambulance at an accident and gloating, “My life’s a lot better than that person’s.” 

However, a child’s ability to differentiate her feelings from someone else’s actually reveals the 

beginnings of empathy. Perceiving that another child’s feelings are different than one’s own lays  

the foundation for understanding when people want to be comforted.  

This story also illustrates another important point about how children learn empathy. Granddad 

didn’t criticize his granddaughter for contrasting her feelings with her brother’s. He knows that 

on another occasion she might run to her brother with a blanket or favorite toy when he’s upset.  

The ability to empathize grows gradually, appearing like little spurts of  water coming from a 

spluttering hose rather than a steady stream of com-passion. One of the main elements that 

contributes to that growth is the empathy the child herself receives from adults—the times she 

is soothed when cranky or listened to when she has difficult feelings.   

This wise grandfather, whose profession is family counseling, demonstrates his acceptance of his 

granddaughter’s feelings by asking calmly about the emotional tone of her own life. What if he 

had exclaimed, “How can you be so uncaring, sitting there coloring while your brother’s upset?” 

A child who is admonished for saying “mean things” can quickly adopt the label of uncaring 

person, when her responses only reflect typical development. Bit by bit, she will learn to share 

with others the acceptance she has received. 

There are many ways to teach empathy without criticizing a child for normal reactions. The little 

girl in this story could receive positive feedback for noticing her brother’s feelings and offering a 

sympathetic observation that “Babies have sad lives.” Giving children positive strokes for listen-

ing to and observing others’ feelings definitely aids their socio-emotional development. Setting 

up projects children can work on together successfully helps them to tune in to one another. Most 

importantly, we want to have faith in a child’s development. Our belief in their ability to feel 

compassion for others provides the foundation for that growth. 
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